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OrCAD PCB Designer provides powerful engineering and quality control features for the PCB design lifecycle. Design teams can work
efficiently and cost-effectively with critical collaboration features and many other advanced features for managing the PCB design process.
OrCAD Sigrity Professional and ERC are production-ready options for high-end users interested in the latest and most comprehensive user

experience and feature set in their design and simulation tools. Sigrity is recognized as the next generation of analog design tools, with the
best support for analog/mixed-signal design. ERC is a high-performance, industrial-grade electronic system-level simulation and verification

tool for high-speed mixed-signal circuit verification. OrCAD ERC is for the electronic system verification market, and offers competitive
performance and flexible high-level architecture for software, verification, system integration, electronic design, and physical design. It

includes a full collection of standard IEEE model/transition and behavioral-level models. It also provides comprehensive support for high-
speed digital test technology, video/mixed signal design, and flexible functionality. Hi There! Im interested to find out why you recommend

downloading the hotfix for Cadence Orcad 17.40, can you explain to me in a bit more detail about why you think the 17.40 hotfix is
required? Hi! Ive recently downloaded the Orcad Hotfix due to a license error. It said vmare wasnt allowed but ive read up on this and we

are able to run vmare but is there any way of making this error go away? We are currently in the process of updating our org which means
having to start over so the SPB is the way ahead of my team for now. Thanks for your advice
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